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Abstract

We have performed resonant inverse photoemission (RIPE) spectroscopy on the transition metal and rare-earth metal
compounds in the ultraviolet energy region. We present, here, some characteristics of the RIPE spectra of several
intermetallic Ce compounds at the Ce-N absorption edge. Clear RIPE spectra are observed. From the comparison between4,5

the experimental and the calculated spectra, the resonance behaviors can be well explained within the localized picture of the
4f electrons. On the other hand, the information about the fractional 4f occupancy in the systems with high Kondo
temperature is strongly reflected in the intensities of the coherent and incoherent components of RIPE spectra. The RIPE
spectra sensitively detect the variations in the 4f electronic states by destruction of the collective Kondo state, with
increasing temperature. We can derive direct information about the temperature and T dependence of the 4f electronic statesK

from the spectra. On the other hand, it is necessary to take the surface contributions into account in order to derive
quantitative information. We present an example of the analysis of RIPE spectra at N pre-threshold, including both4,5

contributions from the bulk and surface.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction niques to serve this purpose. The combination of PE
and IPE spectra give the most direct information

Many transition metal and rare earth metal com- about the density of state (DOS) around E . It isF

pounds are particularly attractive because they pro- especially helpful to probe the unoccupied DOS of
vide opportunities to challenge fundamental prob- the SCE systems to investigate the excited states of
lems in solid state physics such as electron correla- the system which govern the transport and magnetic
tion. It is of great importance to investigate the properties. The IPE spectrum gives a replica of the
electronic structure around the Fermi level E of unoccupied DOS in the first approximation. HoweverF

these strongly correlated electronic (SCE) systems in it is known that the IPE signal level is inherently low
order to understand their fascinating low temperature due to its extremely small cross section. Supposing
physical properties. Photoemission (PE) and inverse that the IPE process is normally considered as the
photoemission (IPE) spectroscopy are suitable tech- time-reversed version of the PE process, the PE cross

5section is |10 times larger than that of the IPE,
typically in ultraviolet (UV) energy region, and this*Corresponding author. Tel.: 181-471-363-381; fax: 181-471-
is the reason that IPE spectroscopy is a more difficult363-383.

E-mail address: shin@issp.u-tokyo.ac.jp (S. Shin). experiment. Such difference in the cross section
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between the PE and the IPE reflects the difference in ant photoemission) spectra at the N edge [11].4,5

the phase space available for photon or electron Ishii et al., on the other hand, reported the RIPE
creation. One way to overcome the weakness of the study on NiS at the Ni M edge [12]. RIPE2 2,3

IPE signal is application of the resonance effect to spectroscopy has developed into the most powerful
the IPE spectroscopy, which is a famous technique tool to probe the unoccupied electronic structure of
for PE spectroscopy. The resonance effect, which is the SCE systems. The aim of this paper is to explain
related to the Fano effect in PE, brings about some of the characteristics of the RIPE spectra in the
dramatic enhancement of the IPE cross section, and UV energy range. We take, here, the Ce N -RIPE4,5

this technique is called ‘resonant IPE (RIPE) spec- spectra of several intermetallic Ce compounds as
troscopy’. The first observation of RIPE spectra was examples.
done on the La M absorption edge by Liefield et al.5

in 1974 [1,2]. And, several years ago, Baer et al.
applied RIPE spectroscopy to the investigation of the 2. Resonant inverse photoemission spectroscopy
SCE systems [3–7]. They performed RIPE measure-
ments on the Ce M edge of several ‘Ce-based Fig. 1 shows a schematic process of RIPE of the5

Kondo materials’. Their results demonstrated the Ce compounds. For simplicity the multiplet splitting
dramatic enhancements of the Ce 4f-IPE spectra of the 4f level is left out of consideration. If the
when the excitation energy E is tuned to the Ce excitation energy E is tuned to the 4d bindingex ex

3d-binding energy. Tanaka and Jo first applied energy, the RIPE process which is a second order
calculation within the impurity Anderson model optical process takes place. The generic process
(IAM) to the RIPE spectra [8,9]. Their calculation involved in RIPE can be thought of as having two
explains well the resonance behaviors of observed steps: (1) after the electron entered into the empty
RIPE spectra at the Ce M edge, which includes the state above the vacuum level, the electron falls into5

full multiplet coupling effects and configuration the 4f level (a). Simultaneously the 4d core electron
dependent hybridization strength between the 4f and jumps into another 4f level (b) by excess energy.
conduction electrons. On the other hand, the com- This process is a reverse of the super Coster–Kronig
parison between the experimental and calculated process and occurs via Coulomb interaction. This
results of the RIPE spectra at the Ce N edge of radiationless process arrives at the intermediate state4,5

n12 nseveral Ce compounds are reported by Kanai et al. u4d, 4f , c l, where 4d and c represent the holes of
] ] ] ]

[10]. Clear resonant spectra were observed at the the 4d-core and in the conduction band, respectively.
N edge because of well separated incoherent This intermediate state is typically modeled as4,5

n ncomponents, i.e. the normal fluorescence from the discrete, while the initial state u4f , c l1E has aex]
RIPE spectra. This is reminiscent of the RPE (reson- continuum character associated with the range of

1Fig. 1. Schematic RIPE process. (1), (2) and (3) represent the initial, intermediate and final states, respectively. For explanation, a 4f c
]

initial state is shown.
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E . (2) The 4f electron recombines the 4d-core hole nance’ behavior gives a direct confirmation about theex
8and a photon hn is emitted by the electric dipole existence of 3d initial state configuration in Ni,

9transition. The processes (1) and (2) take place consistently with the RPE results [17]. In fact the 3d
n n n11coherently. The initial u4f , c l and final state u4f , configuration does not contribute to the RIPE spectra

]nc l are the same as those of the normal IPE process because a single 3d hole does not allow the excita-
]
and it is impossible to tell whether the process tion process (1).
follows a normal or resonant path. Therefore the Finally, we make mention of the multiplet splitting
processes quantum mechanically interfere with each in a more realistic case of a RIPE spectrum. The
other. The probability for that resonant transition is intermediate state of the RIPE process of Ce com-
described within the simple formalism by Fano and pounds actually splits off due to the 4d-core hole
the total yield (TY) curve has the well-known Fano- spin–orbit interaction and strong 4d–4f exchange
type lineshape [13]. The 4f cross section s reson- interaction. It is indispensable to take those splittings4f

antly increases above the threshold. On the other into account, for the interpretation of RIPE spectra of
hand the interference of the paths is known to Ce compounds, especially the E dependence.ex

decrease the cross section just below the threshold
and to create a dip in the total yield (TY). Conse-
quently, the TY has an asymmetric lineshape. For 3. Experiment

10example, the decrease of the 3d component in
RIPE spectra of the Ni as increasing the E around Our experimental system is illustrated in Fig. 2.ex

the Ni-M threshold is actually found by Tezuka et Measurements are performed in an ultrahigh vacuum2,3

al. [14,15] and its theoretical support was given by (UHV) chamber where the pressure is about 53
211Tanaka et al. [16]. And this so-called ‘anti-reso- 10 Torr under the operation of an electron-gun.

Fig. 2. The illustration of the experimental system for RIPE spectroscopy.
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We use a thermal-cathode (BaO) electron-gun as an
excitation source. Sample temperature is kept by the

4combination of a closed cycle He refrigerator and a
heater. Clean sample surfaces of a polycrystalline
samples are obtained by scraping the surface with a
diamond file in a UHV every 40–60 min at measure-
ment temperature. The IPE spectra are measured by
the soft X-ray emission system which has a Rowland
mounted-type spectrometer [18]. This spectrometer
is composed of three spherical gratings (R54, 5, 10
m) and available in a wide energy range between 30
and 1200 eV. By this system, we can perform RIPE
measurements at the transition metal L , M edge2,3 2,3

and M , N edge of most rare-earths. The signals4,5 4,5

are detected by a micro-channel plate and a one-
dimensional position sensitive detector. The E posi-F

tion is determined by referring to the Fermi-edge in
the IPE spectra of Au which is evaporated on the
sample holder. The estimated total energy resolution
at 100 eV is about 0.5 eV.

4. Resonant inverse photoemission spectra of Ce
Fig. 3. (a) The off resonant RIPE spectra of CeRh , CePd andcompounds 3 3

CeSn . The abscissa is the energy above Fermi level (E ). The3 F

measurements were performed at 25 K. (b) The on-resonant RIPE
It is known that the X-ray absorption spectrum spectra of CeRh , CePd and CeSn .3 3 3

(XAS) at the N edge of the mixed-valent Ce4,5

compound is composed of the following two parts;
(1) a ‘giant-absorption’ band corresponding to di- caused from the spin–orbit and crystal field excita-

1pole-allowed transition above the N -threshold; (2) tions of 4f final state are convoluted with the4,5
1a weak absorption region corresponding to dipole- experimental energy resolution. Thus the present f

forbidden transitions at the ‘pre-threshold’ [19]. In peak position in the experiment does not exactly
this paper, the RIPE spectra which are measured show Kondo temperature, k T , though the peakB K

above and below the edge are called ‘giant-reso- energy of 1.1 eV is much larger than the experimen-
nance’ and ‘pre-threshold-resonance’, respectively, tal resolution in CeRh .3

1after the XAS case. The f peaks of CePd and CeSn in Fig. 3a are at3 3

0.5 eV. The T s of CePd and CeSn are around 200K 3 3
14.1. Resonance effects of the giant-resonance K so that the energy positions of f peaks are mainly

1determined by the energy resolution [20,21]. The f
The off resonant-RIPE spectra of CeRh , CePd peak of CeRh is much larger and it is situated at the3 3 3

and CeSn are shown in Fig. 3a. The spectra are higher energy side as compared with those of CePd3 3

measured around E 590 eV to obtain larger 4f and CeSn . This indicates the extremely higher Tex 3 K

contribution. Considerably different lineshapes of the and strong itinerant character of the 4f electron of
off resonant spectra indicate the difference of their CeRh than that of the typical valence-fluctuating3

unoccupied states. The strong peak at 1.1 eV above systems [22].
1E in the spectrum of CeRh is the ‘f peak’, which The structures corresponding to the final state withF 3

1 1 2corresponds to the 4f final state. The f peak 4f c configuration are observed around 5 eV in the
]

contains the Kondo resonance, but its side-band spectra of CeRh and CePd and 4 eV in CeSn .3 3 3
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2 2These broad bands are called the ‘f peak’. The f located at about 4.8 and 4.0 eV, respectively. The
2peaks are found to have strong multiplet splitting difference in the f peak line-shape between the off-

which causes complicated lineshapes, as clearly and the on-resonant spectra is caused by the partly
shown in CeRh and CeSn spectra. On the other enhanced multiplet structure by the resonance ef-3 3

hand, the structures at 2 eV in the spectra of CePd fects. Fig. 4 shows E dependence of the RIPE3 ex

and CeSn are assigned to the Ce 5d band. It seems spectra of CeRh . The multiplet structures are indi-3 3

to be difficult to estimate the parameters of the f cated by the vertical bars and dashed lines. A
2peaks, for example for the energy positions and dramatic change in spectral lineshape of the f peak

intensities, without subtracting the non-f background is observed as the E changes. This is caused by theex

(mainly, Ce 5d band and ligand 4d band). This transfer of spectral weights between the multiplet
2problem can be solved using the following resonant structures at the f final states. In order to interpret

2measurement. this E dependence of the f peak, we have to takeex

Fig. 3b shows the on-resonant RIPE spectra of
CeRh , CePd and CeSn . The E are chosen in3 3 3 ex

1order to drastically enhance the f peak for each
system. The Ce 5d band is not found in the spectra
of CePd and CeSn due to the resonance-enhance-3 3

ment of 4f components. Reduction of spectral in-
tensity at E in the on-resonant spectrum of CeRh isF 3

caused by the lack of the 5d band contribution just
above E . Thus, the on-resonance spectra in Fig. 3bF

can be regarded as the 4f contribution itself.
1The f peak intensity of CeRh is extremely large3

as compared with those of CePd and CeSn .3 3

Furthermore, the intensity at E is small. ThisF
0directly reflects the highest T and that the 4fK

configuration is dominant in the initial state. This is
consistent with the extremely low value of Pauli-like
susceptibility x of CeRh [23,24]. The remarkable0 3

itinerant character of 4f electron of CeRh is re-3
2flected by the strongly depressed f peak. The CeRh3

can be regarded as the most a-like Ce compound.
Similar remarkable properties are reported for CePd7

[25].
1The f peak of CeSn , which is not seen clearly in3

the off-resonant spectrum in Fig. 3a, appears in the
on-resonant one in Fig. 3b, distinctly. The T ofK

CePd has been reported to be about 240 K and that3

of CeSn to be about 200 K [20,21]. They have very3

similar Kondo temperature. It is interesting that the
1relative f peak of CeSn is much smaller than that3

of CePd irrespective of similar T . This directly3 K

indicates the fact that there is a big difference in the
initial state configurations, i.e. in the 4f occupancy

Fig. 4. The RIPE spectra of CeRh at several excitation energies.3n , between CePd and CeSn [10].f 3 3 The numbers written on the side of the right axis represent E .2 exThe f spectrum in Fig. 3b exhibits a single peak 1 2The calculated multiplets in 4f and 4f c final state configurations
]without the shoulders observed in off-resonant spec- are added at the bottom axis. The structure indicated by vertical

2tra in Fig. 3a. The f peaks of CeRh and CeSn are bar in the spectrum at E 5114 eV is the normal fluorescence.ex3 3
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the selection rule in the final state on resonance into arrangement of two 4f electrons and 4d-hole spin.
account [8,9]. The intermediate state with three up-spin 4f electrons

2In Fig. 4 all the 4f -multiplet components are and an up-spin 4d hole gives the lowest energy under
convoluted with the experimental resolution in the the restriction of the dipole selection rule. This
off-resonant spectra and cannot be clearly distin- intermediate state decays into the triplet final state at
guished. In the spectrum at E 5114 eV, which is the resonance. In contrast, the highest energy inter-ex

2situated just below the giant-resonance, the f peak is mediate state with two down-spins and one up-spin
clearly split into two peaks. These two peaks are also 4f electrons and a down-spin 4d hole makes transi-
reproduced in the IAM calculation [10] and are tion into the singlet final state. Therefore, the spec-

3 3roughly assigned to H and P components. The trum of the triplet state at the lower energy side is
3spectral weight of the P component is weakened as enhanced by lower E and the one of the singletex

E increases from 116 to 126 eV in Fig. 4. The state at the higher energy side is enhanced at higherex
1 1 2multiplets at higher energy side ( D| I) are not E . Accordingly, the spectral intensity of the f peakex

enhanced at this lower E range of the resonance shifts from lower to higher energy side as Eex ex

(see Fig. 5). On the other hand, the multiplets around increases in the giant resonance.
3 15 eV ( H| G) are resonantly enhanced in this range The constant final state (CFS) spectra of RIPE in

of E . To interpret the E dependence of the CeRh are shown in Fig. 5. The spectra are obtainedex ex 3
1resonance effects on the muliplet components, the by plotting the integrated intensities of the f and the

2following intuitive discussion, based on the very f peaks against E [3–7]. Around 120 eV of E ,ex ex

simple model, is presented [8,9]. The proper analysis the giant-resonance takes place, which causes great
nby using the IAM calculation was presented in Refs. enhancements of the f curves. Resonant effect can

[8–10]. In the off-resonant region the selection rule lead to very dramatic variations in IPE-matrix ele-
of RIPE process is not strict, i.e. the electrons added ment for very small changes in E at the threshold.ex

1 2to the 4f level can have either up or down-spin The f and the f curves reach a maximum at about
configurations. Therefore, all multiplet components 121 and 127 eV, respectively, and slowly decrease as
corresponding to possible final states can be ob- the E increases. The asymmetric line-shapes ofex

served. On the resonance, the intermediate state with both curves represent a very large multiplet splitting
the created 4d-hole spin occurs with the large of the intermediate state and the existence of the

3multiplet splitting of u4d 4f l state concerning the Fano-type interference, although the CFS at the M5]
edge have symmetric lineshapes [3–7]. This differ-
ence in CFS, that is to say the difference in the
resonance effects between the M and the N edge5 4,5

is reminiscent of the XAS case. The asymmetric
N -CFS indicates strong interactions between the4,5

4d and the 4f states due to a larger overlap of wave
functions.

4.2. Resonance effects at the N pre-threshold4,5

region

The giant-absorption bands in the XAS have very
wide and asymmetric lineshapes due to the autoioni-
zation effect in contrast with the 3d-absorption. On
the other hand, the final states at the pre-threshold
XAS are prevented by the centrifugal barrier of the

1 2 4d-core hole and have longer life-time and thus giveFig. 5. The CFS curves for the 4f and 4f final states. The
1 sharp peaks. Therefore, we expect weak but clearspectrum was obtained by plotting the integrated intensities of f

2and f peaks against the excitation energy E . resonance-enhancements of RIPE spectra at the pre-ex
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threshold. The ‘excitonic’ final states of the pre- resonance [10]. The resonance-enhancement of the f
peaks at the pre-threshold springs up in a narrowerthreshold absorption occurs also through the
range of E and occurs twice at E |105 and aboutCoulomb scattering between the 4d-core and incom- ex ex

1ing electrons and some of them can become the 110 eV. In Fig. 7 the CFS of the f peak are shown,
intermediate states of the RIPE process which radia- which are measured below and above the threshold
tively decay into the RIPE final states. In addition, at [3–7]. The CFS explicitly show the difference in the
the pre-threshold the resonance effects of the RIPE resonance behavior between the pre-threshold- and
spectra are expected to be much clearer because of giant-resonance. The CFS of the giant-resonance,
autoionization effect and normal fluorescence affects which has an asymmetric broad lineshape, is remin-
the spectrum less. iscent of the giant-absorption band in the 4d-XAS

Fig. 6a shows RIPE spectra of CePd measured [19]. On the other hand, the pre-threshold CFS has a3

below the N edge [26]. The excitation energies, sharp form which is similar to the XAS below the4,5

E are given at the left side of the spectra. Marked threshold. The sharpness of the pre-threshold-reso-ex

excitation energy dependence of the f peaks are nance is due to the relatively stable intermediate
clearly observed in Fig. 6a. It is pointed out that the states, that is to say its longer life time, in contrast to
pre-threshold resonance is dissimilar to the giant- the giant-resonance.

nThe f peak’s lineshapes widely vary with E inex

Fig. 6a. It seems to be natural to attribute the
2changes of the f peak lineshapes to the multiplet

2splitting of the u4f cl final states as discussed above.
]

Each of the multiplets is resonantly excited at
2different E . Accordingly, the f peak-resonance hasex

a strong dependence on E . On the other hand, theex
1f peak is found to be intensely enhanced around

E 5105 eV and a weaker enhancement is observedex

at higher E |110 eV. The calculated RIPE spectra atex

the N pre-threshold are shown in Fig. 6b [26].4,5

Superposing these bulk and surface spectra with a
ratio of 1:1 makes up a total spectrum (full line). The
parameter set for the calculation is listed in Table 1.
We derived the bulk and surface parameters from the

Fig. 6. (a) The experimental RIPE spectra and (b) the calculated
RIPE spectra at the N pre-threshold of CePd . The numbers4,5 3

beside the left axes stand for the excitation energy E . The brokenex

and the dotted-lines stand for the bulk and the surface spectra,
respectively. The calculated spectra are broadened with a Gaussian
function of width 0.5 eV (HWHM) in order to include the overall Fig. 7. CFS of the giant- and pre-threshold-resonance. The spectra

1resolution and a Lorentzian function with the energy dependent are obtained by plotting the integrated intensities of the f peaks
2life-time width G 5 0.5 1 0.01uE 2 E u eV. against the E .F ex
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Table 1
The parameter sets for CePd and the calculated average 4f-3

number n . U (56.4 eV) and U (59.5 eV) are the same valuesf ff fc

for both the bulk and surface

´ (eV) V (eV) nf f

Bulk 21.8 0.36 0.92
Surface 22.3 0.28 1.0

analysis of the spectra (3d-XPS, X-BIS, M -RIPE5

and N -RIPE spectra) which possess various bulk-4,5

sensitivity. ´ , U and V are the 4f level, Coulombf ff

potential between the 4f electron and the hybridiza-
tion strength between the 4f and conduction states,
respectively. U represents the attractive potentialfc

between the 4f electron and 4d core-hole. It is shown
that the calculated RIPE spectra reproduce the
observed ones in Fig. 6a at almost the whole pre-
threshold region, especially the strong enhancement

1of the f peak in RIPE spectra at 105 eV as well as
3 1the complicated resonant behavior of H and G

2multiplets in the f peak.
In order to investigate the multiplet structure in the

intermediate states of the RIPE process, the calcu-
lated resonant-excitation probability to the inter-
mediate states, P(E ) are shown in Fig. 8. Fig. 8aex

shows the calculated total2P(E ). The P(E ) standsex ex

for the absorption intensities by inverse super Cos-
n n12ter–Kronig transition, u4f c´ll→u4d 4f cl, (n50,
] ] ]

1) [26]. Here the ´l is the incoming electron with
angular momentum l and energy E . Those transi-ex

Fig. 8. The calculated P(E ) at the pre-threshold region of CePd .tions are equal to the excitation processes into the ex 3
1 (a) Total spectrum, which is obtained by superposing the bulk andintermediate states of the RIPE processes of the f

the surface spectra with the ratio of 1:1. (b) and (c) is bulk and2and the f peaks. Therefore, P(E ) intensity approxi-ex surface spectrum, respectively. (d) The calculated bulk-sensitivity
mately accounts for a resonance-enhancement of the I(Bulk) /I(Total) as a function of E where I(Bulk) and I(Total)ex

RIPE spectrum. It is found that the strong absorption stand for the integrated-intensities of the bulk- and bulk1surface
spectra. The calculated spectra are broadened with a Lorentzianintensity at E 5105 eV in the P(E ) is mainlyex ex

2 4 function of width 0.15 eV (HWHM).concerned with the u4d 4f l final state in G multi-
]

plet. From a straightforward comparison with the
4RIPE spectra in Fig. 6a, the intense peak of G excited by the scattering between the ´g (l54) and

1 2explains the dramatic enhancement of the f peak in 4d-core electrons, radiatively decays into the F final
4 2the RIPE spectra around E 5105 eV. In addition, states of the RIPE process. The G→ F transitionex

1the weaker resonance of the f peak around 110 eV becomes weakly dipole-allowed due to an admixture
2corresponds to the structures located between 108 of G states through a spin–orbit interaction. In the

2 2 2 2 2and 111 eV in the P(E ). It should be noted that the giant-resonance region, S, D, G, I and L inter-ex

resonance process is a second-order optical process, mediate states are excited through the 4d ´l–4f 4f
which is caused by the excitation to the intermediate Coulomb scattering. With a restriction by the dipole

4 2 2state. The G final state of the P(E ), which is selection-rule, D and G intermediate states give riseex
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1 4to dramatic resonance-enhancements of the f peak. tively larger bulk contribution. When G is resonant-
14 4 4 4 ly excited a large resonance-enhancement of the fThese states mix with the quartet states, P, D, F, G,

4 4 peak with a dominant bulk contribution occurs.H and I, so they have weak weights in the pre-
Simultaneously, the resonance-enhancement of thethreshold region.

2bulk f peak also occurs through the hybridization
effects in the intermediate and final states. Fig. 8d
shows the calculated bulk-sensitivity in the lower5. Surface electronic states measured by RIPE
side of the pre-threshold region. The bulk-sensitivityspectroscopy
was obtained from the calculated RIPE spectra in
Fig. 8b (see the caption). We can find, in fact, a sharpRIPE measurement is a surface-sensitive technique
peak around 104.75 eV (A) and, unexpectedly, a dipas well as other high-energy spectroscopies. Espe-
around 108.5 eV (B). The former realizes the highcially, the RIPE spectrum at the N edge has a4,5

bulk-sensitivity around E 5105 eV as discussedgreat deal of surface contribution due to the short ex

above. Moreover, the latter indicates the existence ofpenetration depth of the incident electron. It is
a ‘surface-sensitive’ excitation energy range as in thetroublesome to pick up the bulk contribution from
case of the bulk. We can effectively probe thethe spectra without the help of calculation because it
unoccupied bulk or surface 4f electronic states by thestrongly mixes with the surface contribution.
measurements at E |104.75 and 108.5 eV, respec-We present, here, the surface effects on the pre- ex

tively.threshold RIPE spectra as one example. Detailed
In Fig. 9 the RIPE spectra are measured at Ediscussion about the surface effects on the giant- ex

|104.7, 108.5 and 121.5 eV. E 5121.5 eV causesresonance spectra was presented in Refs. [25,26]. ex
1We show the interesting connection between the the greatest enhancement of the f peak in the giant-

1above resonance effects on the f peak and bulk- resonance as shown in Fig. 7. As mentioned above,
sensitivity of the pre-threshold RIPE spectrum. The the spectrum at 121.5 eV also contains considerable

2calculated P(E ) for the bulk and the surface are surface contribution. The f peaks in the spectra atex

shown in the Fig. 8b and c, respectively. It should be 108.5 and 121.5 eV are situated at the lower energy
4 2noted that the sharp peak G in the bulk spectrum is side as compared with the one at 104.7 eV. The f

much larger than that in the surface spectrum. peak position in the spectrum at 104.7 eV is rather
Because of the localized feature of the surface 4f similar to that of the X-BIS spectrum which is

0electron, as shown in Table 1, the weight of the 4f measured at 1486.6 eV [27]. X-BIS is a relatively
configuration in the initial state of the surface is very bulk-sensitive technique due to a somewhat longer

2small. Accordingly, the probability of the u4d 4f l probing depth. This is evidence of the higher bulk-
]

final state (this is corresponding to the intermediate sensitivity of the spectrum measured around 105 eV.
1state for the RIPE) is strongly suppressed in the It should be noted that the larger intensity of the f

surface P(E ) as compared with the bulk spectrum. peak at 104.7 eV is caused by the resonance effectex
4 2As a result, the G (4d, 4f ) peak is weakened in the and the spectra does not give an exact replica of the

]
surface spectrum. On the other hand, there is large unoccupied DOS of CePd . We can derive the3

3intensity of 4d 4f c multiplets distributed over the intrinsic information about the energy positions of
] ] 1 2relatively higher energy region above 107 eV. There- the bulk f and the f peaks from the spectra. On the

fore, there is a strong admixture between the bulk other hand, the surface-sensitive spectrum measured
1 2and surface contribution to the RIPE spectra above at 108.5 eV has a very small f peak and the f peak

E 5107 eV. This resonance feature is characteristic is shifted to the lower energy side by 0.8 eV asex

of the pre-threshold region. In the giant-resonance, compared to the spectra at 104.7 eV. This ‘surface-
2 3 2the 4d 4f and 4d 4f c multiplet structures in the shift’ in f peak is mainly caused by the difference in

] ] ]
intermediate state strongly mix with each other due ´ as shown in Table 1. This result shows thef

to their very short lifetime over the whole energy localized character of the surface 4f electron and is
4region. Therefore if E is tuned to the sharp G peak consistent with the fact that many mixed-valentex

we can obtain the spectrum which includes a rela- systems have a g-like electronic structure in the
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6. Temperature dependence of RIPE spectra

Malterre et al. reported the temperature depen-
dence of the BIS of CePd and CeSi [30]. The3 2

destruction of the Kondo effect at T .T is stronglyK

reflected in the RIPE (or BIS) spectra. Roughly
speaking, the reason for this high sensitivity of RIPE
spectra to the 4f electronic state is that Kondo
resonance exists just above E . In this section, weF

present the temperature dependence of RIPE spectra
of the pseudoternary compounds CeCoGe Si to32x x

show the systematic T dependence of the tem-K

perature-dependent RIPE spectra.
The nature of CeCoGe Si series of compounds32x x

has been investigated by measuring magnetic suscep-
tibility, electronic resistivity and specific heat
[31,32]. Substitution of silicon for germanium
produces the normal chemical pressure effect and
which reduces the unit-cell volume by about 10%
from CeCoGe to CeCoSi . The antiferro coupling3 3

constant J is thereby enhanced as the silicon con-
centration x increases and the antiferromagnetism in
CeCoGe is suppressed around x51.2 by the en-3

hanced Kondo effect. The overall behavior of this
system is qualitatively understood within Doniach’s
magnetic phase diagram [31,32]. CeCoGe Si isFig. 9. The experimental RIPE spectra of CePd which are 32x x3

therefore a unique test case for which T can bemeasured at 104.7, 108.5 and 121.5 eV. The background is K
subtracted from the spectra. The vertical bars represent the energy considerably varied by simply changing the com-

2position of the f peaks. position x in a single system [31,32].
Fig. 10 shows RIPE spectra of CeCoGe Si32x x

(x50, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0) measured at the N edge4,5surface region whereas they present a strongly a-like [33]. The results in Fig. 10 show the changes in the
behavior in the bulk [28,29]. unoccupied 4f-state with continuous rise of the J as x

This unique bulk- (or surface-) sensitivity is based 1increases. The clear reduction of the f peak is
on the following properties of the pre-threshold- 1observed as x decreases. The intensity of the f peak
resonance; (1) the difference in the intermediate state of CeCoSi is reduced by |35% as compared with3energy of the bulk- and surface-resonance processes. the CeCoGe one. The reduction from x53.0 to 1.53This is caused by the difference in the parameters is most remarkable. The decrease in T causes theKand the 4f occupation. (2) The narrower lifetime- dramatic transformation of the Kondo resonance.
width of the multiplets which have excitonic feature The RIPE spectra of CeCoSi are displayed as a3at the pre-threshold. As a result of (1) and (2), we function of temperature up to 285 K in Fig. 11.
can selectively excite the specific intermediate state 1Continuous and striking reduction of the f peak has4(e.g. G). Application of this phenomenon to the been measured as temperature rises. We define the
other materials will yield a powerful tool for inves- ratio r of the f peaks by the following equation as aftigating the bulk and the surface unoccupied elec- direct indicator of the nftronic structure. However, the problem whether this

2 1 2unique relationship between the bulk- (or surface-) r 5 I[f ] /(I[f ] 1 I[f ]).f

sensitivity and the resonance effects at the pre-
nthreshold holds in other materials still remains open. Here, I[f ] represents the integrated intensities of
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Fig. 10. The RIPE spectra of CeCoGe Si (0 , x , 3) mea-3 to x x

sured at 55 K. The integrated backgrounds were subtracted from
2the spectra. The spectral intensities are normalized by f peak

intensities.

n nthe f peak. We can estimate the reliable value I[f ]
by the dramatic resonance-enhancements of the f
peaks. The r does not give the exact n , but the rf f f

still directly reflects the n well and is a very usefulf

quantity in the following discussion. The r s off

several compounds of CeCoGe Si are plotted32x x

against temperature in Fig. 12. The r s except forf

x53.0 slightly rise with temperature up to 285 K.
Fig. 12. The f-peak ratio: r as a function of x which is plottedfThe relatively constant r s of x51.0 and 0.0 reflectf against temperature T.

the stable 4f electron numbers n |1, that is, thef

paramagnetic state with an effective magnetic mo-
31ment close to the value of Ce . On the other hand,

r of x53.0, for which the extremely high T (of thef K

order of 900 K) has been reported [31,32], shows a
dramatic rise from about 200 to 285 K. This rise
directly indicates the destruction of the Kondo effect
on each Ce site and n increases as temperature rises.f

As shown by Bickers et al., the transport and
thermodynamic properties of mixed valence Ce
systems are represented by universal functions scaled
by T in the impurity systems [34]. And the scalingK

behaviors in the high energy spectroscopic results of
the several Ce compounds have been explained
within the impurity model [30,35] and the Kondo
effect which dominates the Ce-based heavy fermionFig. 11. The RIPE spectra of CeCoSi as a function of the3

2 systems is generally accepted to be well understoodtemperature. The spectral intensities are normalized by f peak
intensities. in the dilute limit. The results in Fig. 12 give
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evidence of the Kondo-scaling behavior in the resolution, especially in the monochromatization of
CeCoGe Si systems. It should be noted, however, the electron-flux, is desired.32x x

that the onset of the rise of the r sets in at af

sufficiently lower temperature (|200 K) than the
single-impurity T which is estimated from theK Acknowledgements
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